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Abstract
A geophysical survey of the remains of an enclosure was undertaken on Lansdown, near Bath
by members of the Bath and Counties Archaeological Society in January 2020, led by John
Oswin and Janet Pryke.
This ‘ovate’ enclosure was one of many archaeological sites identified for inclusion in the
Bathscape Project. In addition, with two or three other sites, it was the subject of discussion
between the society and Historic England. These sites were prioritised, and the ‘ovate’
enclosure was selected because of its scheduling and absence of information regarding the
structures, use and dating of this monument.
It was agreed that a detailed geophysical survey would be undertaken to identify what
remains of this enclosure to the east of the road in Paddock Field, then, depending on the
results, the society, after discussions with Historic England, might be authorised to excavate
specific features in an attempt to fully understand this monument.
The survey was thorough, but was unable to confirm that the earthworks in Paddock Field
were part of the same ‘ovate’ enclosure as that showing on the west of the road. However, a
likely Roman road was found. Further geophysical work is needed to the west of the road
where the western side of the enclosure is better defined.
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Preface
This was our third season of geophysical survey on top of Lansdown, with thanks to
landowners Mr and Mrs Bravin. Paddock Field adjoins Monument Field to the north, which,
with the neighbouring Settlement Field (which was previously known as Little Down Field),
were the targets of the previous two seasons. Conditions could be sometimes restrictive with
the arrival of a succession of windy heavy rain belts over the three weeks in January. In spite
of these, we were able to complete a magnetometer survey and a twin-probe resistance survey
over the whole field area.
The field is part of a scheduled battlefield (Battle of Lansdown 1643).
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Introduction

1.1

Location

Lansdown is a limestone plateau, just to the north of Bath. It lies mainly within Bath and
North-East Somerset (BANES), but its northern slopes fall within South Gloucestershire.
Paddock Field lies within the civil parish of Langridge.
Figure 1.1 shows the general location, while figure 1.2 shows the location in more detail,
including the relation of this field to those previously surveyed within this project. Its central
grid reference is ST 722 699.
Whereas the previous fields surveyed provided a northward view, the rising slope of
Monument Field to the immediate north blocks the northward view. The higher field and
woods to the west block the view in that direction. The landscape back along the plateau to
the south is visible and to the east, the site looks across the Swainswick Valley to the next
ridge at Nimlet.

Figure 1.1 General location of the site in the UK,
locally, and also locally in relief. Map part based on
Ordnance Survey © Crown Copyright reserved.

Bristol

Bath
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Figure 1.2. Specific location of
Paddock Field and enclosure on
the Lansdown Plateau, just
south of the Grenfell
Monument, and its relation to
previously surveyed fields. Map
part based on Ordnance Survey
© Crown Copyright reserved.

The field is immediately east of the road, which appears to straddle an enclosure, known in
early correspondence with Historic England as an ‘ovate’ enclosure. This description has
been retained in the title, although this document casts some doubt on whether the banks seen
in the Paddock field relate to those on the western side of the road.
The field was under grass at the time of survey, and is generally used as pasture. The field is
rectangular, but at the eastern end, there has been a little inclusion into the field as it slopes
steeply down over the edge of the plateau to include springs. This was already the case by the
mid nineteenth century and the extension may date back earlier to provide valuable water for
the grazing. This ground was not included in the geophysical survey as it was too steep and
too rough to take instrumentation and had been disturbed by modern waterworks.
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1.2

Heights

This area is still (2020) sadly lacking in LiDAR data, so exact height could only be taken
from bench marks. The only bench mark within reach, shown on a 1902 Ordnance Survey
map is now under the present roadway, which is very fast and may have been raised by
successive re-surfacings. From spot heights, the gate post in the northern wall 50 m east of
the road was estimated as 230 m OD, nominal height, and this is almost certainly within one
or two metres. Any heights quoted in this survey are thus nominal and will be shown as, for
instance, 230 m NOM rather than 230 m OD.
Figure 1.3 shows the gate post, and figure 1.4 shows the lie of the land. Note that the field is
very flat except at its eastern end.

Figure 1.3. Ranging rod marks the origin of the local
field grid in Paddock Field, nominally at location 1000,
1000. Its height is taken as 230 m NOM. The origin is
offset slightly south of the gatepost to allow the grid to
be laid against the wall.
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Figure 1.4. Contours derived from edm survey. The field slopes gently towards the east. The coordinates
shown here are in the local field grid.

1.3

Previous Knowledge

The field is the southernmost on the eastern side of the road within the scheduled battlefield
of the Battle of Lansdown, AD 1643. Figure 1.5 shows the area of scheduling.
This is considered to be the field which the Parliamentary troops from Bath retreated behind
and, come nightfall, lit fires to deceive the Royalists into believing they were camping there.
Morning light revealed that they had gone home to Bath and thus successfully wasted the
Royalists’ time.
The beech copse in the north-west corner of the field is sunken up to 2 m below the
surrounding field surface. This is assumed to be a quarry, probably for wall stone. Some of
the mounds close by may be spoil heaps, and other small depressions may also be quarrying.
The western portion of the field contains part of the earthwork, the ‘ovate’ enclosure, which
forms an irregular polygon, which the road has smashed through. The road has been taken to
follow a Roman alignment, so the enclosure has been assumed prehistoric. On the western
side of the road, the enclosure bank is well defined, and that is a scheduled monument. On
this, the eastern side, earthworks are very slight and are not scheduled. Indeed, the eastern
side is not shown on many nineteenth century maps, while the western side is clearly marked.
4

Figure 1.5.
Scheduled area of the Battle of Lansdown. Paddock Field is the southernmost on the east
side of the road. (Courtesy Historic England).

Bush (1908) noted that ‘no earthworks were visible on the eastern side of the road’ while he
was working on the earthworks to the west of the road.
However, the Crocker map of 1808 shows earthworks both sides of the road and refers to
‘ancient intrenchment’ at this point. Greenwood’s map of 1821 only shows the western
earthworks. Thorpe’s 1774 map does not show earthworks here. These are relatively small
scale maps. The tithe apportionment map does not show earthworks either side, but that was
not the purpose of the tithe map. Large scale Ordnance Survey maps, 1:2500, do not show
any eastern earthworks by the 1919 revision. They only become evident on the 1930 revision.
An earthwork survey was carried out as a Bristol University MA student project in 1993. The
survey plan is shown in figure 1.6. This covered both sides of the road.
Aerial photograph evidence also needs to be considered. Two sources were consulted, the
National Monuments Record (NMR) at Swindon, and the South-West Heritage Trust (SWH)
archives at Taunton.
The NMR records contain only three oblique black-and-white photographs, dating from
1965. The material from SWH did not contain any detail of this field, although it helped in
understanding the whole Lansdown plateau. The NMR show earthworks on both sides of the
road, but there is a visible mis-alignment between the two parts of the southern rampart
5

where the road parts them. In our eastern field, the northern rampart has been effectively
obliterated by quarrying, so it is impossible to comment on alignment.
This may be investigated when the western portion is surveyed, but shooting lines across this
fast, dangerous road would be hazardous. Hand-held GPS would not be sufficiently accurate
to confirm alignments. A full differential GPS set would best be used.
The earthwork survey shown in figure 1.6 suggests alignment in the north but mis-alignment
of southern banks.
This again is an area where the lack of LiDAR data is regretted.

Figure 1.6. Earthwork survey from MA project. North to top. Acknowledgements to Cheryl Ross and
Bristol University.
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1.5

Dates

The survey was undertaken between the 16th and 30th of January 2020. As the magnetic
susceptibility meter was unserviceable over these dates, one further day was spent in the field
on February 26th for this extra survey once a new coil had been procured and received.

1.6

Scope

This report describes the results of the geophysical survey carried out in Paddock Field on the
eastern side of the road only. The earthworks in this field were assumed to be part of a larger
monument which included scheduled earthworks on the western side of the road but the
western field has not been surveyed. Previous surveys in the fields to the north of Paddock
Field are included in the discussion, as are the monuments in the local Lansdown landscape.
The subject of Roman roads and their destinations on the plateau is discussed, but this report
does not address relationships to any known roads below the plateau.
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2

Survey Method

2.1

Gridding

The field was sub-divided into 20 m squares for the survey. The origin was set at the western
gate post of the gate way towards the western end of the north wall of the field, about 50 m
east of the road. However, it was set 20 cm out so that the line could be extended westwards
along the wall. This was shown in figure 1.3. All subsequent gridding was based on this line.
This origin was designated point 1000, 1000. Points were on occasion also measured in using
hand-held GPS, but this was only accurate to 2 or 3 metres despite giving locations precise to
1 m, so no exact correspondence can be made. Plots showing coordinates will say explicitly
whether they are local field or abbreviated Ordnance Survey national grid points, as the
number sets overlap, and this can cause confusion. The local field grid north was about 20 ⁰
west of magnetic north.

2.2

Height determination

The point 1000, 1000 was at height 230 m NOM, as explained in section 1.2. A rapid height
survey was made around the earthworks and around the field using the society’s Sokkia SET
5 electronic distance meter (edm) but this was limited by charge state of its batteries. It was
sufficient to produce a contour map and an indication of earthworks, as shown in figure 1.4.
The survey was also terminated shortly after battery failure when the weather closed in.
Heights along profiles were measured by dumpy level and staff, but a little unevenness in the
gateway around point 1000, 1000 made for a slight discrepancy, of about 0.1 m, between the
two measurement sets. Given the flatness of the field and the slight nature of the earthworks,
the two data sets could not be combined, as this was sufficient to distort contours
significantly.

2.3

Magnetometry

The magnetometer used was a Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer, set to take 4
readings per metre along lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per full 20 m square.

2.4

Magnetic Susceptibility (magsus)

This was a Bartington MS2 equipped with a 200 mm coil probe. Readings were taken at
random locations and the locations were recorded as ten-figure Ordnance Survey grid
references using a hand-held Elonex GPS device. The ten figure reference gave precision to 1
m but the values were only accurate to 2 -3 m. This was sufficient for mapping changes in
soil condition. During the period of the main service, the probe was broken, but a new probe,
procured courtesy of Bathscape, became available shortly afterwards and could be used while
this report was still in preparation. The survey took place on Wednesday 26th February 2020.
Results were written on paper and then transcribed to spreadsheet.
It was normal to take readings in random directions about 12 paces apart, but spacing was
reduced if there was a significant change in value. 330 readings were taken.
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2.4

Twin-probe resistance

Two machines were used: one was a TR/CIA (2003) device; the other was a Geoscan RM15.
Both had similar appearance but had different individual controls and download routines.
Both were set to take 2 readings per metre along lines 1 m apart, giving 800 readings per full
20 m square. The two devices were kept a minimum of 60 m apart in order to avoid crosstalk
between them.

2.5

Resistivity profiles

Resistivity profiles (otherwise known as Electrical Resistance Tomography, ERT) were taken
to provide four sections across or through the loop of the earthworks, using the TR/CIA meter
and a BACAS panel and wiring loom. Their positions were recorded using the local grid
coordinates.
32 probes were used with a spacing of 1 m to provide line lengths of 31 m each, although
these could be concatenated in one case to produce one long line of 79 m. Six lines of data
were taken for each set, giving depth data down to 3 m. Point heights along the profiles were
measured by dumpy level so that topography could be included in the plots, and the
earthworks could be seen in section.

2.6

Software

The magnetometer was downloaded by Bartington proprietary software, de-striped using
BACAS proprietary software (zero-median), then mapped and processed using INSITE v3
(1998). This software may be regarded as obsolete, but is visual and is very versatile in terms
of instrument settings and directions.
The two resistance meters’ data were also mapped and processed using INSITE, which could
mix the data despite the different characteristics of the meters. The data were first
downloaded using BACAS proprietary software.
The profile data were downloaded and converted using TR/CIA proprietary software and
processed in Geotomo RES2DINV full professional software v 2.117.
The magnetic susceptibility and location data, and the edm and dumpy level data were
transcribed into Microsoft Excel software, and the data processed in DPlot graph and contour
software.
All downloading and processing were carried out on a computer running Microsoft XP
operating system.
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3

Results

3.1

Magnetometry

The magnetometer plot is shown below in figure 3.1. The plot is generally quite noisy, but
there was an expectation that there would be magnetic response if this had been the field in
which Parliamentarians had lit fires overnight at the Battle of Lansdown, AD 1643.
Ploughing is evident on the eastern side of the field, and this may have spread fire residue and
increased the scatter. Modern pipes come from the north to an iron cattle trough in the south
of the field, marked by speckling.

Figure 3.1. Paddock Field. Magnetometer plot.

At the western end of the field, in the first 40 m, is all that remains of the enclosure shown on
maps, and considered to be the eastern half of the ‘ovate’ enclosure split by the modern road.
The north side and east side are visible as dark lines, although the northern side is confused
by the presence of a second, more northerly ditch line. This line was not detected beyond the
plot to the north in the 2019 survey of Monument Field, so may be local and connected with
the quarrying. The blank spaces on the north are low piles of stone rubble, considered quarry
debris, on the surface of the field. The large quarry pit in the copse just intrudes on the northwestern corner of the plot. The southern bound does not show separately on the plot.
The bounds’ presence can be seen from the contour plot in 0.1 m detail, as shown in figure
3.2. Note the plot is somewhat angular as it is based on a small data set.
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Figure 3.2. Fine height contour plot, picking out the
banks on north, east and south sides. Local field grid
coordinates are used.

The fine contour plot shows north, east and south bounds. Also visible 35 m to the east are
signs of an extra bank not visible in the magnetometry.
Figure 3.3 shows the plan of figure 1.6 earthwork survey superimposed on the fine contours
and magnetometry. The magnetic results appear to be showing the ditch (not now visible)
below the bank, suggesting bank and ditch may be ancient rather than modern. Some caution
must be exercised, though, as there was no comparable grid material for accurate overlay.

Figure 3.3.

Earthwork survey, fine contour plot and magnetometry overlaid.
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Within the bounds of the enclosure, there is a lot of magnetic activity, but this does not
resolve into recognisable structures. There are sequences of possible post holes which may
indicate small enclosures. There is a possible sub-circular post-hole structure in the northern
part of the enclosure but it is not well enough defined for positive pronouncement.
There are indications of an east-west ditch close to the north wall and also a north-south ditch
along part of the eastern edge. These may represent earlier field boundaries, but the north
stone wall is known to be there in AD 1643 and until recently was said to contain musket
balls as residue. The field boundaries could go back to Roman times, but it would require a
more extensive survey and observing boundaries over a larger area to confirm this idea.
The diagonal line from south-west to north-east is the track of a modern path, but its strong
signature suggests it is of greater importance. This will be discussed further in section 3.3.

3.2

Magnetic Susceptibility (magsus)

The magnetic susceptibility plot is shown below in figure 3.4. This based on 330 readings
taken randomly around the field. The general level of susceptibility was quite high, but
appeared to be spread in irregular patterns, so little could be deduced from this plot. There did
appear to be a particularly high patch of readings towards the north-east corner of the field.

Figure 3.4.
Magnetic susceptibility plot from hand-held GPS. The figures on the axes are truncated
OS National Grid figures, so e.g. 200, 900 should be read as ST 72200, 69900.
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3.3

Twin-probe resistance

Figure 3.5.

Twin-probe resistance plot.

The twin-probe resistance plot is shown below in figure 3.5. The enclosure is visible on the
western side of the plot, but only the eastern and southern bounds. The north side does not
show as stone, but a ditch may still be present. There is also a north-south ditch (pale line)
which does not show on the magnetometry and may be modern. In the middle of the
enclosure at the western edge of the plot, a dark, regular area may represent a stone building,
possibly of Roman date, but it is not sufficiently well defined to be sure.
The large bright irregular patch at the north-east corner of the enclosure is most likely a
quarry pit which has been back-filled with earth, possibly reflected in the magsus plot.
The mottled dark patches with light streaks suggest underlying stone strata which has been
crossed by north-south water channels, although the field is almost flat with little flow.
The south-west to north-east trackway described in section 3.1 is visible again, but it is
particularly defined where it passes through the mottled area. Here it appears to be a dry
centre surface (darker) between a pair of ditches (light lines). This does suggest a Roman
roadway. This was only noted some time after the survey. Tracing the course on beyond the
field to the north-east, it would follow the existing track sweeping round the head of the
combe and heading to the entrance of Settlement Field, which was surveyed in 2018. That
resistance plot showed a narrow track which swept round a tight bend to a central enclosure.
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This trackway enters Paddock Field at the gate way to the road, so it cannot be traced
immediately beyond the gate. The alignment needs to be checked on the other side of the
road. It was assumed that the modern road follows a Roman alignment, but any junction
would be inaccessible. However, it may be the main road is more modern. This needs further
investigation and will be discussed later in Chapter 4.

3.4

Resistivity profiles

The locations of the four profiles discussed below are shown in figure 3.6. Distance along
profiles increases in the direction of the arrow. Note that profile 2 was actually conducted in
reverse, but the data set reversed before analysis. Note also that profile 1 is a concatenation of
three measurements.

Figure 3.6. Locations and directions of the profiles. Coordinates are in the local field grid.

The first profile was a concatenation of three, stretching from 960 to 1039 at 967 north, local
grid coordinates, a total of 79 m west to east. This is shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7.

Profile 1. Long profile west to east.
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The east bound of the enclosure can be seen more by topography at 46 m, and the outer bank
mentioned in section 3.1 can just be seen from 70 m, although it appears to be entirely
earthen. There are no real signs of ditches. The possible building considered in section 3.3 is
visible in section between 10 and 20 m. It does not come across as definite except around 17
to 20 m. The bands of high resistivity separated by lower levels may be a reflection of the
‘mottling’ referred to in section 3.3.
The second profile is shown in figure 3.8. It was taken on the diagonal to the north east,
heading up to point 1000, 1000. This covered a bank which could be part of the earthwork or
quarry tip grassed over. The stony section underneath may just be natural. Note that the
profile measurement was started at point 1000,1000 but the data have been reversed.

Figure 3.8. Diagonal profile at north-east of earthwork.

The low mound is visible from 12 to 28 m and appears to be earthen in form, so is taken to be
part of the enclosure bounds, probably much eroded over the years.
Two further profiles were taken in the south of the field to investigate the enclosure further.
The first of these was a south-to-north profile starting near the southern fence and crossing
the southern bank at 25 m along its length. This profile is shown below as figure 3.9

Figure 3.9.

South-to-north profile across southern bank.

The bank is just visible in the topography. It appears to be principally an earthen bank. The
road described in section 3.3 is too far to the south to be seen here.
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A west-to-east profile was also taken from the northernmost point of the profile shown in
figure 3.7. A right angle was constructed to take the profile through what appeared on the
ground to be to be a gap between east and south banks. This is shown below in figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10.

West-east profile taken through gap between east and south bounds.

The topography shows a gentle monotonic slope. The profile would pass through the gap at
about 15 m. There are signs of higher resistivity here rising to the surface, but no bank. If
there is no bank here, there would seem to be some form of ramp through the bounds. This
could however be a more modern breaching of the bounds. There is a similar breach between
east and north bounds.
The banks appear to be generally earthen in form. They may be related to the enclosure
earthworks on the west side of the road, but the evidence is not sufficient to say whether these
banks are part of the ‘ovate’ enclosure, or more recent.
Note that the discussion in this report on a Roman road running across the field only arose on
intensive study of the geophysics results some weeks after the fieldwork was completed, so
no attempt had been made to put a profile across it.
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4

Comment and Conclusions

4.1

Discussion of Results

Both magnetometry and susceptibility (magsus) measurement indicate high magnetic contrast
within the field. Even where there is no strong pattern indicating archaeological features in
the magnetometer plot (figure 3.1), the darkness and intensity of the speckling suggest a lot
of magnetic matter, and this is supported by the high magsus readings even if they do not
give a coherent pattern. This would be consistent with the story of Parliamentarians from
Bath lighting fires in the field overnight to deceive the Royalists, and the field being
subsequently ploughed such that fire residue was spread around.
The area of very high magsus in the north-east corner, figure 3.3, does not show in the
magnetometry, although earth resistance values (figure 3.4) are low in this area. Perhaps this
is the residue of a recent fire, or maybe a quarry pit filled with more magnetic material.
In the west, the magnetometry does pick out the low earthworks of eastern and southern
bounds of an enclosure, while the northern bound has been much disturbed. These are also
supported by the resistance plot, where abrupt changes in value in patches suggest quarrying.
It is not possible to confirm or refute whether these banks are part of an ‘ovate enclosure’
extending under the road.
Over most of the field, underlying rock at shallow depth shows through, but this is well
broken up, as if by solution channels through the limestone. This is also supported by the
resistivity profiles, which show bands of high resistivity at moderate depth, separated by
lower patches.
The area between the road and the banks is generally lively, particularly in magnetometry,
but there are no clearly discernible patterns. Resistance shows a possible building close to the
road, but this is not confirmed.
There have been suggestions that these earthworks in Paddock are very recent, not observed
in 1908 and not plotted by the Ordnance Survey until 1930. However, Crocker’s map of 1808
suggests a complete ring work, and so an enclosure cut by the later road, even if the southern
bounds do not seem to match up well between western and eastern portions. The road could
be later (but there by 1808), but is generally thought to be Roman, so this would have to be a
prehistoric enclosure.
The road, though straight, does not seem to have a destination that would identify it as
Roman, but there does appear to be an agger down to the south at ST 726 687, between the
Blathwayt arms and the Golf Club house heading along the line of the present road. It is
hoped to survey this patch of ground later in 2020, once all scrub has been cleared from it.
The feature of greatest interest in the current survey is that which runs diagonally across the
field from south-west to north-east. It is very clear in the magnetometry, and was initially
dismissed as modern. The resistance plot shows it more as a pair of parallel light lines, which
would be ditches, which can be picked up where they cross areas of high resistance, and
which show as dark lines in magnetometry. Figure 4.1 puts the plots together and marks the
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lines in the resistance plot. This suggests a Roman road. It is currently in use for cycles, but
cross-ruts make it unsuitable for most axled vehicles, so these lines are not modern.

Figure 4.1.
Resistance and magnetometry shown together. The blue lines in the resistance plot lie
outside the ditch lines and are guidance to help locate these faint lines.
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If the line is continued to the north-east beyond the paddock, it enters Settlement Field
(surveyed in 2018) at the modern gateway and follows a well-defined banked way, which
then turns a right angle to enter a particular enclosure in the centre of this field. The line
between the two fields is not straight, but topography forces it to curve to the north around
the head of the steep valley.
This is shown below in figure 4.2. The line is shown in red, with the blue box area amplified
to show the line of the banked trackway in Settlement Field.

Figure 4.2. Line of Roman Road shown as firm red line at centre of map, heading for Settlement Field (in
blue box, with amplified picture as inset). Licenced from Ordnance Survey © Crown Copyright Reserved.

There is need for some consideration on this as the banked track in Settlement Field is narrow
– no more than 3 m, and with a right-angle bend is unlikely to be suitable for wheeled traffic.
There are signs, however, on close inspection of the resistance plot, that a wider track may
have originally continued further to the east, to the next enclosure and gone through a gentler
turn. This would make the narrow track a later adaption of the central enclosure, with only
guarded pedestrian access needed between its walls.
Bush’s excavation trenches crossed the enclosure but seem only to report rubble. A more
thorough investigation of this enclosure would be needed to understand its significance.
More interesting is whether this alignment is continued towards the west. This is indicated as
a dashed line in figure 4.2 on the western (left) side. If the road carries on, then it is heading
in the direction of the recently discovered town, Trajectus, at Keynsham. The route shown
here as a pecked line is not definite, and not straight, but is conjecture, based on existing
tracks, the need to get around the head of the valley, and the need to descend steep slopes.
Survey does therefore need to be extended to the western side of the road to see if the line can
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be traced further. This line could be followed in the field that contains the western side of the
enclosure, providing permission can be obtained from owner and tenant, and a section 42
licence granted (the western side of the monument is scheduled).
When possible Roman roads across Lansdown are studied, with this conjectured line added,
the area becomes more intriguing. Figure 4.3 shows this line added to those known, with
other possible routes shown.

A

Figure 4.3
Lansdown Plateau, showing known and possible Roman roads. Based on Ordnance
Survey © Crown copyright reserved.

The continuous red line in figure 4.3 is the known alignment, with the modern road branching
off to the east by the Blathwayt Arms. The current road which passes through the monument
is shown as a dotted line. As mentioned above, there are signs of an agger on this alignment
just north of the Blathwayt Arms, but it is difficult to understand any purpose for it, although
it bisects our monument of interest. A better alignment would be obtained by continuing on
the known road to point A and striking north-east from there to descend to the col via the
terrace way just below the Grenfell Monument and then on up Freezing Hill and Tog Hill.
Point A is also the cross-roads for the known road and the conjectured road discussed above.
The line of the known road is continued as far as the northern edge of the plateau and then
shown as a pecked line, where it is assumed to descend very steeply down to the site of the
Wick ‘Roman Villa’ excavated in the mid nineteenth century. It may possibly continue north
towards Gloucester, but the route is not obvious. The villa site may thus be well worth
investigating and surveying even if outside the immediate area of the LEAP project. A
substantial building with hypocausts was found there, some coins including one post-Roman,
and signs of industrial use. The full extent of the site is not known.
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The road systems and plateau settlements near them are thus prime candidates for further
research and survey.

4.2

Further Work

This work within Paddock Field is considered to be complete, although future work on
nearby sites may mean we have to request entry again to the field to clarify detail. The field
itself is under pasture. This is probably the safest use for it archaeologically, although it may
still be subject to surface damage in winter. It looks as if the monument at the western end
has already been truncated by ploughing over the centuries and by quarrying and cannot be
confirmed part of the ‘ovate’ enclosure. It is probably not worthy of scheduling, but should
not be subject to further degradation casually.
The survey in this field has raised the need for further survey on the western side of the road.
This field is scheduled so will need a Section 42 licence from Historic England as well as
permission from owner and tenant. The earthworks are in a more complete state, but the
ground level may be higher and this may mask detail. It is particularly important to look for a
continuing Roman road alignment in its southern portion, to see if the line from Settlement
Field is continued. At present, it cannot be ascertained whether this road just joins another
road which lies beneath the current main road or whether it crosses that road. There is a
viable route on the western side, but there is no evidence until the western survey can be
undertaken. This is the highest priority in survey, although the field to the north could be
surveyed as part of that session if convenient.
The small area between the Blathwayt Arms and the Golf Club also needs surveying as a
matter of priority once it has been fully cleared. As well as investigating the mounds, it will
also be important to see if there are traces of Roman roads heading both on the alignment of
the road to the south and also on the northern alignment of the present road.
There is a large area to the north-west of the race course, which includes a rectangular
enclosure at ST 712 689, Little Down Hillfort and the area between these, where barrows
have previously been evident. Portions of this are part of the golf course and so will be
inaccessible to geophysics. There could be some logistical problems in getting equipment and
people close enough to some portions of this area for the fieldwork to be viable.
It may also be worth re-visiting the Wick Roman Villa site and carrying out geophysical
survey there, given the road link, even if it is beyond the plateau and in a different county.
Scarth also mentions other Roman sites close by. However, some work has already been done
in this area by Archaeoscan. It has not yet been possible to find a full report.
It may be a good plan in due course to ask to re-visit Settlement Field to undertake limited
scale excavations under licence to determine the nature of the central enclosure. There is also
the continuing need to study the finds from the 1908 excavations, catalogue these and
produce as full a report as can be done over one hundred years after the event.
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4.3

Conclusions

There are strong magnetic effects in Paddock Field, which support the idea of fires being lit
overnight as part of the Battle of Lansdown, but otherwise no archaeology to connect this
field with Monument Field to the immediate north.
The presence of the ‘ovate’ enclosure in the western end of the field was shown, albeit
damaged by quarrying, but no sufficiently coherent pattern was obtained to provide dating.
There is still debate from mapping and documentation as to whether this is part of the ancient
enclosure, the ‘ovate’ enclosure of Historic England, bisected by the road or whether the
banks date from the twentieth century.
The principal find was a trackway, most likely a Roman road, passing diagonally across the
field to the north-eastern gateway. This line carries on along the trackway round the head of
the valley and into Settlement Field on the promontory to the north-east, which was surveyed
in 2018.
It is important next to continue surveying to the west of the present main road to see if that
line carries on towards North Stoke and beyond towards the recently discovered ‘Trajectus’
site at Keynsham. This will require a section 42 licence from Historic England as the western
portion of the enclosure is scheduled. Survey of this part of the enclosure may also elucidate
its function more than this eastern survey has been able to.
Beyond that, the rectangular enclosure, Little Down Hillfort and the area between these will
need to be included in the survey.
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Appendix A
A1

Grid Layout

Gridding and height data

The grid was set out in 20 m squares with the origin, 1000, 1000, by the west gate post of the
gate in the north wall. It was continued west towards the beech copse along the wall for 40 m.
The line was also continued east along the wall and generally a grid corner was either just on
the stones or no more than 1 m away from the wall. The grid was continued south to the fence
on the southern side of the field, which was between 110 and 130 m distant, giving a simple
rectangular grid. Local grid north was about 20 ⁰ west of magnetic north, which was within
one degree of the Ordnance Survey grid.
The local field grid points were measured into the Ordnance Survey grid using an Elonex
hand-held GPS device, which was only accurate to 2 – 3 m but provided five – figure grid
references, a precision of one metre. This means an approximate relationship between the two
grid sets can be established. Each plan says which grid system is in use, but there can be
some confusion, as both use the same number range. The grid pattern in ordnance survey
coordinates is shown in figure A1. Note that 100, 800 is an abbreviation of ST 72100, 69800.

Figure A1. Grid corner locations in Ordnance Survey coordinates. Note that the origin, 100, 800 is a
truncation of the full grid reference, ST 72100, 69800.
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The local field grid point 1000, 1000 was taken as 230 m NOM, as explained in section 1.2,
as no LiDAR data were available. This was not ideal, as the ground in the gateway was not
level, and a slight difference in point taken for dumpy staff location and edm target location
gave rise to a discrepancy of just over 0.1 m. Given the flatness of the field and the slightness
of the earthworks, this was sufficient to break up contours if both sets were used together.
Only the edm data were thus used for contouring. The dumpy data were reserved for adding
topographic data to the profiles. There is thus a small discrepancy between them. However,
as heights are NOM, not absolute, this does not affect validity. Figure A2 locates the profiles
on the local field grid, and also indicates the points at which edm readings were taken.
Although these were very sparse over the main part of the field, gradients were so slight and
monotonic, they were sufficient to provide a working contour map.
In figure A2, yellow points are grid corners. Blue points are locations of edm readings. Purple
lines represent profiles with dumpy level height readings., with arrows showing direction.
Note that with the diagonal profile, readings were taken heading south-west, but the data
were reversed in the analysis program so that the profile displayed the usual west-to-east
direction for compatibility with the others.

Figure A2.

A2

Local field grid coordinates, edm height points and profile locations.

Magnetometer

The Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer was set to take 4 readings per metre along
lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 readings per full 20 m square. The data were all sorted to parallel
lines during download. The first operator started at the south-west corner, heading north on
the first line, as indicated by the blue arrow. The second operator started at the north-east
corner heading south on the first line. The grid sequence is shown in figure A3.
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As is usual BACAS practice, the first line was started 1 m from the grid edge and finished on
the next grid edge. Also, lines were started 1 mark up from base and finished on the top line,
so that there was no hiatus or doubling of points.

Figure A3. Survey sequence for magnetometer grid.

A3

Magsus

Magsus readings were taken at random locations and those locations were recorded from a
hand-held Elonex GPS location device. The location at which readings were taken are shown
in figure A4.
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Figure A4. Grid coordinate points at which magsus readings were taken. Note these were taken by GPS
and are in Ordnance Survey grid coordinates. The first part of the reference has been suppressed, so e.g.
point 200, 900 means ST 72200 69900.
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A4

Twin-probe resistance.

All resistance measurements were taken at 2 per metre along lines 1 m apart, giving 800
readings per full 20 m square. The Geoscan RM15 downloaded data in zig-zag fashion as
walked. The TR/CIA meter downloaded data sorted to parallel lines. In figure A5, the crossed
red arrows are RM15 squares, those with blue arrows were those using the TR device.

Figure A5. Sequence for twin-probe resistance survey. Blue arrows are TR device, parallel data; red
arrows are RM15, zig-zag data.

A5

Resistivity profiles

Section 3.6 of the text discusses the profiles. Their locations were shown in figure 3.6 and are
also shown incidentally in figure A2 above. The first profile discussed is the long line at 967
north (local field grid). The second profile is the diagonal which starts at 1000, 1000. This
was measured starting at 1000, 1000 but the order was reversed in the software. The third
profile is the south-north line and the fourth profile starts where the third ends and heads east.
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